(pronounced ox)
Established 1946.
Kitchen utensils for everyday life.
AUX are able to mould ideas into designer kitchenware that always has a focus on both functionality and
aesthetic appeal. Considered experts in utensil design, AUX aims to create products with innovative ideas
through their close manufacturing network and their creative ability to turn concepts into products.
All items made in Japan.

Steam+Grill
An innovative grill steamer.
The 13mm solid aluminium base of this grill evenly
distributes and retains heat which allows you to
cook at a lower temperature than usual for
delicious grill cooking. Adding liquid such as water,
stock or wine increases the tenderness of your fish
or meat and the steam gives all food a faster
cooking time. The scratch-resistant non-stick
cooking surface is easy to clean and healthier for
you as no oil is required for the cooking process.
Excess fats simply drain away on the ribbed
surface for leaner and healthier food.
Suitable for most stove tops.
Free from harmful chemicals – PFOA free.

Metal Cover: The handles of the metal lids have been designed so they stand up
out of the way and don't drip steam or condensation onto your bench-top.






Heat is distributed and retained evenly throughout the cooking process.
Scratch-resistant surface.
No oil is required for cooking and it is easy to clean.
The ribbed surface of the grill means that excess fats and oils drain away for a leaner and healthier meal.
Moisture is retained throughout the cooking process which makes your meat and fish juicier and
more tender with a faster cooking time.

Metal Cover

Glass Cover

40cm x 21.5cm x 12.5cm

40cm x 21.5cm x 7.9cm

Red: X60-1015-20
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Black: X60-1015-05

Red: X60-1016-20

Black: X60-1016-05

Gift-box series

Grill Pizza Plate
A mini cast iron grill pan with even heat
distribution and good heat retention.
Makes 18cm pizza and cakes.
Suitable for use with induction, gas, electric,
halogen and radiant stoves as well as ovens.
Material: Iron with silicone coating
Size: 28cm x 20cm x 3.5cm
XTN1379

XTN1378

Grill Cocotte
A cast iron pan with even heat
distribution and good heat retention.
Great for cooking small dishes and
even recipes such as tapas!
9cm inner diameter.
Suitable for use with gas stoves,
grills and ovens.
Material: Iron with silicone coating
Size: 20cm x 12cm x 4.3cm

Butter Cutter
Create equal-sized pats of butter in one
easy motion. Allow the butter to soften
slightly before use then simply line up the
cutter with the corner marks and press gently.
Perfect for toast and pancakes.
Able to slice up to 40 pats of butter.
Material: Aluminium with acrylic coating;
stainless steel; aluminium
Size: 23cm x 10cm x 2cm
XTM1380
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Long Fingertip Tong

(Moritsuke Tong)

Long fingertip style of tongs with the patented light
spring action in all tongs by this brand. While lying
down the tips of these tongs are raised so your
counter surface remains as clean as possible.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 25cm x 3.8cm

XTN1375

Server Tong
The special curved design with edges that meet
precisely when closed is ideal for many serving
uses. The light spring action ensures a firm grip
and the slots allow for excess liquid to be drained
from the food being served if required. While lying
down the tips of these tongs are raised so your
counter surface remains as clean as possible.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 21cm x 5.2cm

XTN1374

Fingertip Tong
(Toriwake Tong)

Shorter tongs with an easy to pinch soft spring
that works like an extension of your fingers.
Suitable for both cooking and for use at the table.
While lying down the tips of these tongs are
raised so your counter surface remains as
clean as possible.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 14.7cm x 4.5cm
XTM1361

Mini Fingertip Server Tong

XTN1376

(Otomo Tong)

Small narrow server tongs perfect for taking food out of
cans and bottles with ease. While lying down the tips of
these tongs are raised so your counter surface remains
as clean as possible.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 13.5cm x 2.5cm
A note on all tongs by AUX:
Usually a spring needs only one press for tongs however AUX perform 2 press directions – once horizontally and twice vertically which makes
it both gentle and durable. Extensive testing of 100,000 opening and closing actions of the spring has been completed and the springs do not
warp or change shape in any way. There is a certificate of durability available as evidence but most of all you can be sure that these tongs are
all easy to use and will last in your kitchen.
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All the tongs made by AUX have the same spring action which is patented in Japan.

Serving Knife

(Sukueru Knife)

Cut the food to the desired size then scoop and serve directly
from this one utensil. Wide rounded surface for easy scooping
and serving.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 21cm x 5.2cm
XTN1372
XTN1373

Strainer Spoon

(Mizukiri Spoon)

Strainer spoon to allow you to scoop, strain and serve
with a single utensil. Tilt to drain away excess liquid or
hold straight to retain the sauce or juice. Moulded from a
single piece of steel to ensure it is easy to clean.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 18.5cm x 5.8cm

Vegetable Scoop Spoon

Grater Spoon

(Vegecoco Spoon)

(Oroshi Spoon)

The exquisite finely curved tip allows for easy
scooping of soft fruit and vegetables from their
skins such as tomatoes, avocadoes, boiled
potatoes and so much more!

Solid bottom spoon with extra sharp
diagonal blades for zesting, grating
and stirring all in one. Perfect for
ginger, garlic and citrus zests.

Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 17.5cm x 2.3cm

Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 16.5cm x 4cm

XTM1368

XTM1365

Honey Spoon
Fully integrated single moulded shape. The V-shaped tip
stops the honey from dripping and you simply twist the handle
in a circular motion to halt the flow. Scoops up to 4 times as
much as a typical teaspoon and the moulded shape means
there are no cracks for honey to slide into so it is easy to wash.
Perfect for honey, maple syrup and melted chocolate.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 18cm x 2cm

XTM1367
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Leye Series

XLS1531

Honey Spoon Mini
Fully integrated single moulded shape. The V-shaped tip
stops the honey from dripping and you simply twist the handle
in a circular motion to halt the flow. The moulded shape means
there are no cracks for honey to slide into and it is easy to wash.
Perfect for single serves of honey, maple syrup and melted chocolate.
It also makes a great gift with a jar of honey.
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 14.3cm x 1.8cm

Maracas Sifter

Double-Sided Cutting Board

(Kona Furui)

(Mini Manaita)

Simply scoop and shake to decorate or
season! Scoop the required amount, flip
upside down then shake it side-to-side or
up-and-down exactly where you want it
over your food. Great for icing sugar on
cakes, chocolate powder on your coffee
and salt seasoning on your meal. Holds
nearly 3tbsp of flour.

A small slanted cutting board to catch the juice and
small pieces from your work so there are no spills. Cut
your food as required then slide from the slanted edge
into the pan to cook or onto the plate to serve. Can
be used on both sides.

Size: 18.5cm x 4.5cm

Dishwasher-safe.
Size: 22.5cm x 22.5cm x 2cm
XLS1503

XLS1534

XLS1508

Strainer Ladle

(Mizukiri Ladle)

Moulded ladle with slots to
allow excess liquid to escape if
required when tilted. Single
piece of steel so easy to clean.
Size: 28.5cm x 8cm x 7cm
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Uchi Cook Series

Stackable Peelers
These compact peelers fit in the palm of your
hand then stack neatly away. The 3 styles of
blades cut lightly and smoothly and have
additional sharpening with diagonal blades to
ensure extra-sharp cutting edges.
Blade Types:
X60-3014-21 Red

X60-3014-02 Black

Julienne for carrots, radishes etc
Soft for produce such as tomatoes, peaches
and kiwi fruit
Standard for everyday items such as
potatoes and carrots
Material: Heat-resistant ABS; stainless steel
Size: 8.5cm x 6.5cm x 4.2cm

Lockable Tong
Single-handedly lock and unlock these tongs. Simply push
and slide to open for use. The convenient nub lets you lay
the tongs without the serving part touching the surface
to keep it clean. Made from heat-resistant materials so
they are also suitable for cooking and serving hot food.
Size: 26cm x 3.4cm x 3.9cm

X60-2008-01BK
X60-2008-02RD

Scoopable Spatula
Stir, scoop and serve all with the one utensil. A thin
and supple spatula that is able to lightly bend for easy
flipping and lifting. The convenient nub on the arm
allows the utensil to rest cleanly on your counter.

X60-2013-20RD Red

X60-2013-01BK Black
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Strainer Ladle
Tilt to strain! Use as your
usual ladle but simply tilt it
to strain as required. Great
for easily separating solid
ingredients from liquids so
suitable for meals such as
curries, stews and
casseroles. A ladle and
strainer all in one!
Also available in Mini size.
Standard Size:
28cm x 8.5cm x 8.5cm
Mini Size:
24cm x 7.2cm x 7cm
Mini Size Codes:
XUCS13BK Black
XUCS13RD Red
X60-2011-01BK Black
Standard Size

X60-2011-20RD Red
Standard Size

Masher Fork
Mash, stir and serve. A compact masher that
goes from cooking to serving. Made from
one single piece of stainless steel.
Size: 18cm x 5.5cm x 4.5cm
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X60-2007-90

